PE Mechanical Engineering: HVAC And Refrigeration Practice Exam
Synopsis
This book contains 40 questions from the Mechanical morning specifications and 40 questions from the HVAC and Refrigeration afternoon specifications. Solutions are provided.
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Customer Reviews
I'd spent about 3-4 months working through a thermo textbook, a fluids textbook, and Lindeberg's Practice Problems 12e to accompany the MERM. About 1 month prior to the exam, I ordered this, ferreted myself away into a University library during spring break week with the books I was planning on taking to the exam, and took this practice exam under time pressure. It's the single best preparation activity I did for the PE exam. It showed me what the test was actually like, what the time pressure felt like and how fast I needed to run the calculator. It actually showed me that I could relax a little bit. The test showed me where I was competent and where I needed to improve. I used the following month to shore up where I fell short, and as a result I tackled the PE exam with no problems. This is a fair comparison to the test, I feel that it's absolutely representative.

The question format is very similar to that of the real exam. I used this book to simulate the exam by setting a timer for 4 hours to do the morning problems, took an hour lunch break, then four more hours for the afternoon problems. It was a good way to get a feel for the exam. It also helped me know what what areas I needed to improve.

The best practice exam for what the PE is actually like. Would definitely buy it if given the choice
again.
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